
                                                                         

 

 

PASàPAS GROUP JOINS TALAN 

  

Paris, May 25th, 2021 

 

We are pleased to announce that the PASàPAS Group is joining forces with Talan, an innovation and 

digital transformation consulting company, as part of Talan’s 2024 growth strategy.  

With more than 400 expert consultants across the world, PASàPAS Group is a French leader in SAP 

solutions.  

From SMEs to Large Enterprises, this operation will allow customers from both companies to benefit 

from a wide range of offers that complement each other. 

PASàPAS’ and Talan’s combined forces will enable the Group to increase its reach in France and 

internationally, by creating a network of 4000+ employees spread in various entities around the 

globe, strengthening its position as one of the leaders in innovation and consulting. 

PASàPAS’s expertise, centered around SAP solutions and covering outsourcing, consulting and 

integration, support and maintenance, data and business intelligence, will come as a great addition 

to our existing digital transformation consulting services.  

 

“This major milestone will greatly serve our 2024 ambition to become leaders in delivering high-value 

solutions, particularly around SAP. PASàPAS and Talan offers perfectly complement each other, and 

PASàPAS’s high-level expertise with SAP will allow us to add a string to our bow and reach our 2024 

objective. Aside from our business goals, we found in PASàPAS a group of people who share human 

values dear to Talan’s DNA, such as solidarity, integrity, excellence, humility, empathy, and energy,” 

says Mehdi Houas, CEO of the Talan group. 

 

“We are delighted to be able to support the Talan group with which we share common human values 

and a strong growth ambition. The complementarity of our expertise and offers will increase our 

potential to provide excellent services focused on SAP Solutions, the Cloud, and Data Management. 

The multi-faceted expertise of Talan’s 3,000 current employees is a major asset in meeting the needs 

of our customers undergoing transformation, both in France and internationally,” says Jeroen Bent, 

co-founder of PASàPAS. 

 

“The arrival of PASàPAS within the Talan group is excellent news for our customers of all sizes 

operating in all industries. I am delighted to see a player like Talan strengthen their skills, expertise 

and know-how around SAP technologies and solutions. Mehdi Houas thus allows its group to position 

itself as best as possible in a very strong growth market. Strongly rooted in the French economic 

fabric, PASàPAS and Talan share this constant concern to provide their customers with real added 

value, a guarantee of all their successes,” explains Gérald Karsenti, President of SAP France. 



  

About Talan 

Talan is a technology innovation and transformation consultancy. For more than 15 years, Talan has 

advised companies and administrations, supported them, and implemented their transformation and 

innovation projects in France and abroad. Present on five continents, the group plans to achieve 

sales of €400 million in 2021 for more than 4,000 consultants and aims to exceed the billion-euro 

mark in sales by 2024. The group places innovation at the heart of its development and operates in 

areas related to the technological changes of large groups, such as Big Data, IoT, Blockchain and 

Artificial Intelligence. Present at key events in the sector, such as Viva Technology, Talan regularly 

speaks about the challenges of these revolutionary technologies alongside major players in the 

sector and parliamentarians (Syntec Numérique, Forum de l'intelligence artificielle, French Fab Tour, 

Forum de Giverny…). 

  

About PASàPAS 

As one of SAP’s preferred partners, the PASàPAS Group combines PASàPAS, Dunette, KPF SI and 

Projexia. Its mission is to enable companies to unlock their development potential through the 

transformation of their Information System. The Group employs more than 400 staff based in Paris, 

Bernay, Lyon, Lille, Nantes, Bordeaux, Toulouse, London and Montreal. 

PASàPAS, the Group’s main entity, supports the transformation and improves the operational 

efficiency of its customers’ SAP information system through its 4 lines of business: Outsourcing, 

Consulting and Integration, Support and Maintenance, Data and Analytics. 

PASàPAS undertakes to deliver a premium level of service thanks to the expertise of its consultants 

and the quality of the long-term relationship it builds with its customers. 

 


